
11/15/2013 Fall 2013, College Algebra I Quiz 16 Solutions and Comments Sitaraman

1.Graph the following piecewise defined function. Find f(−3), f(−1), f(0), f(1), f(−2).

f(x) =

{
2x + 1 if x ≤ −1

2 − x if x > −1
.

COMMENTS
If you are graphing a function, you need to graph it for all values in the domain. Here the domain is all

real numbers, so you need to graph it everywhere, not just for the points listed. Those are points where I
want you to find values but to draw graph you need to find values everywhere.

The real numbers have been divided into two parts, one left of -1 and one right of -1.
Need to use first equation when x ≤ −1 and second equation when to right of -1.
Don’t draw a line using y = 2 − x when you are on left of -1, and vice versa.

Solution
Basically, if x ≤ −1 we have to use the first equation and if x > −1 we have to use the second equation.

We get two lines with different slopes with a break at x = −1..
So f(−3) = 2(−3) + 1 = −5, f(−2) = 2(−2) + 1 = −3, and f(−1) = 2(−1) + 1 = −1 because both -3

and -1 are less than or equal to -1.
And f(0) = 2 − 0 = 2, f(1) = 2 − 1 = 1. Here we used the second equation because 0,1 are both bigger

than -1.
At -1 we use the first equation to get y = −3. So the point (-1,-3) is marked with a solid circle on the

graph.
To see what happens between 0 and -1 you can try values such as x = −0.5. Basically we use the second

equation y = 2−x for the values between 0 and -1. So f(−0.5) = 2− (−0.5) = 2.5 and so on. So the second
line must be continued to the left of the y−axis upto (-1,3). This is because the second line approaches 3 =
2-(-1) as x approaches -1. But since we use the second equation only for x > −1, we cannot use use it at
x = −1 –in fact we already marked y = −3 when x = −1. So we mark (-1,3) with an empty circle (ring).

The graph is in a separate file named ”Quiz16graph”on update page.
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